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The late André Iché was one of the first winemakers in the 
Languedoc to break from the local co-op, purchase his own 
bottling line, and focus on quality above quantity. The winery 
is now run by André’s daughter Marie-Pierre and winemaker 
Laurent Battle.
A fond memory of André Iché by Joe Dressner, which pretty 
much says it all:
“It is going to be difficult to imagine a wine world without André. We 
often talk about terroir, but André lived that notion, he almost seemed 
the personification of those windy Languedoc vineyards. André had 
made quite a bit of money when everyone was producing bulk table 
wine that was made at enormous yields, virtually unregulated, and 
which sold briskly. By the early 1970s though, he was one of the first 
vignerons in the area to embrace the notion of going from table wine 
to an AOC and was one of the pioneers of the Minervois AOC, 
which started in 1973.
“Over three decades, he accumulated fabulous sites, often bought 
for a symbolic franc, which he converted into great vineyards. The 
great paradox of the area was that there was all that great terroir 
in old vines but no one wanted it; the wines sold too cheaply and no 
one really knew how to make the transition to quality rather than 
quantity. André was the only independent winemaker in Oupia, all 
his neighbors brought their wine to a coop and received pennies per 
liter. André loved the land he accumulated and worked his vines until 
his doctors told him to stop. He had several employees, but loved 
nothing more than touching, guiding and working his land.
“He had already paid everything off and made his money and rather 
than try only to make expensive super-cuvées, he was able to produce 
a range of affordable and delectable wines which sold quickly and 
gave great pleasure to people who followed his work. He wound up 
with nearly 60 hectares and managed to run it economically and 
profitably at a time when the Languedoc is facing an economic 
catastrophe. It used to be such a great pleasure for us to visit André 
and to tour the vineyards with him. There was so much love and 
devotion, such an intimate relationship to the land. The first time we 
went he took us to a hill overlooking the town of Minerve to view the 
gorges and canyons surround that famed city. André told me there 
was nothing like that in America but I told him he was wrong, that 
we have beautiful sites and beautiful natural settings. André said, 
where do you have a view of nature that has been cultivated by man 
in much the same way for the past ten or eleven centuries. He had 
a point.”

Minervois Rosé 2020 12/750ml

Grenache/Syrah/Cinsault. From estate vines 
averaging 30 years old on clay-limestone soils. The 
Cinsault is direct-press, the Syrah and Grenache 
saignée; fermented and aged in concrete; 
bâtonnage but no ML. Light salmon-pink and light 
body with soft red fruits and a spicy finish.

Technical Specifications

SKU: DB0430-20

Product Type: Rosé

Appellation: Minervois

Varietal: Grenache  

Farming Type: Sustainable
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